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Abstract16

This paper presents a video surveillance framework that robustly and effi-17

ciently detects abandoned objects in surveillance scenes. The framework is18

based on a novel threat assessment algorithm which combines the concept19

of ownership with automatic understanding of social relations in order to20

infer abandonment of objects. Implementation is achieved through develop-21

ment of a logic-based inference engine based on Prolog. Threat detection22

performance is conducted by testing against a range of datasets describing23

realistic situations. The proposed system represents the approach employed24

in the EU SUBITO project (Surveillance of Unattended Baggage and the25

Identification and Tracking of the Owner).26
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Figure 1: General framework of the automated threat detection system

wide area video surveillance, behaviour analysis, abandoned objects28

1. Introduction29

In recent years there have been a number of incidents where terror organ-30

isations have planted explosive devices in ordinary baggage to cause immense31

disruption in mass transportation networks and other areas of critical infras-32

tructure. Due to the potentially devastating consequences of such terrorist33

activity, the monitoring and surveillance of unattended baggage has become34

a priority for the security operators of mass transportation networks and35

other critical infrastructure. The overriding goal is to minimise the number36

of false alarms. Towards this goal, the main contribution of this work is37

the development and evaluation of behaviour analysis methodology permit-38
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ting robust identification of a baggage-owner while minimising false positives.39

The approach taken advances the state of the art in abandoned bag detec-40

tion by introducing the concept of ownership and combines it with automatic41

understanding of social groups to infer abandonment. To achieve the goal, a42

framework (see Figure 1) has been developed consisting of a complete four-43

fold process, detection - tracking - situation analysis - threat assessment.44

This paper is divided as follows. Firstly, in Section 2 related research is de-45

tailed, followed in Sections 3-5 by descriptions of the system components. In46

Section 6 the datasets used and results of experiments are presented before47

concluding in Section 7 with conclusions and recommendations for future48

research.49

2. Related Work50

There exists a significant body of academic research addressing the task51

of robustly identifying abandoned baggage in public spaces. Most authors52

treat detection of abandoned (or left) objects, especially luggage, as the task53

of static object detection, with (Birch et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2010) or with-54

out (e.g. (Evangelio and Sikora, 2011; Porikli et al., 2008)) the application55

of tracking. Tian et al. (2010) present a framework to detect abandoned56

and removed scene objects based on background subtraction and foreground57

analysis, combined with tracking output to reduce false positives. Birch et al.58

(2011) employ motion segmentation based on a GMM with fast learning and59

a Motion History Image (MHI). For tracking of stationary objects, the edge60

map (3x3 Sobel filter) for each pixel is computed and matched) by correla-61

tion of edge directions. A comparative evaluation of stationary foreground62
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detection algorithms based on background subtraction is given in Bayona et63

al. (2009).64

There has been some attempt at human activity recognition and associ-65

ation to scene objects. In Lu et al. (2007) moving objects are tracked using66

shape and colour features and Kalman-based filtering, and classified using67

eigen features and Support Vector Machine. A package is defined as a non-68

human object and package ownership analysis performed using HMM-based69

human activity recognition.70

2.1. Dataset Based Challenges71

The most widely used datasets with which to evaluate approaches to72

abandoned bag detection have been from (PETS2007; PETS2006) and from73

the UK Home Office i-LIDS (2007). The dataset provided for the PETS200674

challenge consists of 7 multi-camera scenarios involving an increasing num-75

ber of people and passers-by. Most of the submissions to PETS2006 were76

based on background subtraction combined with a blob tracker (Auvinet et77

al., 2006; Guler and Farrow, 2006; Krahnstoever et al., 2006; Li et al., 2006;78

Mart́ınez-del-Rinćın et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006), with the exception of79

Lv et al. (2006) who rely on a more realistic human model by incorporating80

a human detector. Most often, when an object is not moving and its size81

is beneath a given threshold, it is assumed to be a standing bag. Smith82

et al. (2006) propose a probabilistic approach in which people and bags are83

classified based on the immediate history of their size and velocity. Another84

approach from PETS2006 is to use a slow-decay background model to de-85

tect stationary objects (Guler and Farrow, 2006). To be able to apply the86

PETS2006 rules for abandoned baggage (the owner is further than a metres87
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for more than b seconds), the owner is usually defined as the nearest tracked88

object when the standing bag appears (Krahnstoever et al., 2006; Lv et al.,89

2006) or by examining blob splits during tracking (Auvinet et al., 2006; Guler90

and Farrow, 2006; Smith et al., 2006). When a standing bag and its owner91

are identified, it is straightforward to apply the PETS2006 abandoned-bag92

rules. The simplicity of the scenarios allows very limited situation aware-93

ness and was designed mainly to test if the low level processing stages are94

sufficient to cope with real-world scenarios.95

The PETS2007 challenge focusses on two additional scenarios: theft and96

loitering. The videos are much more challenging from the tracking point of97

view as the scenes are more crowded. There are 8 scenarios, each viewed from98

4 cameras. Two submissions to the challenge go beyond classical approaches99

to blob tracking and split-track analysis (such as (Arsic et al., 2007; Dalley et100

al., 2007)) and slowly/quickly adapting background models (such as Porikli101

and Yin (2007)). Firstly, Ribeiro et al. (2007) use a Temporal-JointBoost102

algorithm for each blob being tracked to classify it into a person-walking, not103

moving, a person picking-up/leaving a bag, or an abandoned bag. The basic104

idea is to incorporate temporal features (optical flow, motion energy) into the105

classification process over some temporal window. Secondly, Ardo and As-106

trom (2007) use an HMM to improve the temporal consistency of the tracking107

and show how to use an HMM efficiently in this setting. These approaches108

demonstrate the potential advantages of considering a longer temporal win-109

dow for activity analysis. Nevertheless, the situation awareness in the PETS110

2007 challenge is again very simple - reduced to comparing the distance of a111

bag to its owner (abandoned bag, theft) or measuring the time for which a112
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person stays in the scene (loitering).113

The UK Home Office have developed an image library (i-LIDS, 2007) to114

help researchers and designers to evaluate video based detection systems to115

meet Government requirements. The i-LIDS library includes an abandoned116

luggage dataset including several challenges of single instances of left lug-117

gage on a metro platform in the presence of passing passengers and trains.118

While the dataset is useful for evaluating detection algorithms it remains lim-119

ited because it is monocular and also does not contain examples of specific120

behavioural interactions.121

2.2. Limitations of Existing Approaches122

It is clear that a global analysis of the situation rather than just ex-123

amining each agent’s behaviour independently, would be beneficial in many124

situations. The motivation for this is illustrated by a scenario similar to125

that of (PETS2007) where a family or a group of friends comes together and126

one of them leaves his/her bag with the others. Any threat detection system127

treating the individuals independently would inevitably report an abandoned128

bag, as the criteria specified in (PETS2006) that the bag is abandoned if the129

owner is further than a metres for more than b seconds, is fulfilled. For treat-130

ing these more complex scenarios, the approaches described above may be131

insufficient and it may be necessary to derive a more complete activity anal-132

ysis. A significant corpus of the computer vision and artificial intelligence133

literature attacks the problem of understanding activities from visual input.134

While logic and grammar-based representations, with or without combinina-135

tion with stastistical approaches, (Hongeng et al., 2004; Ivanov and Bobick,136

2000; Joo and Chellappa, 2006; Shet et al., 2005) organise knowledge in a137
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flexible, powerful and clean way, one drawback of these approaches is that138

they are unable to propagate the uncertainty in the primitive detections.139

Hidden Markov Models (Brand et al. (1997)) and other flavours of dynamic140

Bayesian network provide a powerful generalisation of stochastic finite state141

automata to deal with such uncertainty. Another related approach is the142

so-called propagation network (Shi et al., 2004). In recent work, Damen and143

Hogg (Damen, 2012) first specify activities using a multiset attribute gram-144

mar and then convert it to an equivalent Bayesian network. A more general145

tool which converts first-order logic predicates into an equivalent Bayesian146

network is the framework of Markov logic networks (Richardson and Domin-147

gos, 2006), which have also been applied to activity analysis (Tran, 2008).148

An entirely different approach is to detect events from image pixels directly149

rather than by reasoning about the interactions between specific agents, for150

instance (Li, 2008; Wang, 2009). Whilst these approaches are easily con-151

figured to output whether an activity is normal or abnormal, they lack the152

explanatory power of grammar and logic-based methods (i.e. why it is ab-153

normal).154

None of the approaches described in the literature, however, have com-155

bined the concept of ownership with recognition of social groups, to reduce156

the number of false positives in detection of abandoned objects.157

3. Object Detection and Tracking158

The framework, shown in Figure 1, supports application of a range of159

object detectors and trackers including the POM person detection method160

of Berclaz et al. (2009) and tracking-by-detection of Breitenstein et al. (2011),161
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both of which operate at low frame rates (2-4fps) or offline. While detection162

and tracking is not the main contribution of this paper, brief descriptions are163

given to methods which have been developed to permit the overall framework164

to operate online and with multiple cameras.165

3.1. Baggage Detection166

Baggage hypothesis generation is based on static change detection using167

the dual background approach of Porikli et al. (2008) adapted to use the168

efficient implementation of the Gaussian Mixture Model in Zivkovic (2004).169

Bag verification consists of application of a combination of filters including170

both 2D and 3D geometric filters and foreground/background similarity filter,171

and temporal filtering to check for peristence of the static regions.172

3.2. Person Detection173

Person detection is based on the homography based multi-camera ap-174

proach of Yildiz and Akgul (2010), extended with a novel approach for ghost175

suppression. First, a synergy map, the result of projecting detected fore-176

ground from each camera view to a single plane, is created, as shown in177

Figure 2. In practice, the reverse process is used with sampled cells on the178

synergy map, each corresponding to a vertical cuboid in space of fixed person179

height, back-projected to the bounded rectangles in the original images. The180

process is applied for an image resolution-limited ”infinite” number of planes181

in a very efficient and fully real-time manner without hardware acceleration.182

For a given location (x, y) in the Synergy map (which corresponds to a183

small rectangular region on the ground plane), the value S(x, y) accumulating184

the evidence of a person’s presence can be calculated as:185
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Synergy map: (a). Detection of all pedestrians requires a threshold on synergy

map to be set to value that permits ghost detection to pass thorough. (b). Ghost positions

(red) can be predicted if correct positions (green) are known or can be estimated. (c-d).

Bounding boxes resulting from detections without (c) and with (d) ghost prediction and

suppression, for the same frame of video.
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S(x, y) =
1

|I|
∑
i∈I

∑u1

u=u0

∑v1
v=v0

p(u, v, i)

A(Z(x, y, i))
(1)

where I is the set of images into which the cuboid can be visibly projected,186

Z(x, y, i) = {(u0, v0), (u1, v1)} is the bounding box projection of the cuboid187

corresponding to a specific synergy map pixel (x, y) into image i as defined188

by two extreme corner points. A(s) is a function to calculate the area of any189

shape s, and190

p(u, v) =

 1, if I(u, v) is foreground

0, otherwise
(2)

Candidate objects are represented by peaks in the synergy map, obtained191

via thresholding. Ghost detections can occur where lines from different cam-192

eras to different objects intersect. To prevent ghosts becoming new tracking193

targets, a suppression map is generated in the regions of high ghost probabil-194

ity and subtracted from the synergy map. Frame-to-frame tracking of peaks195

further reinforces probable objects’ location.196

3.3. Tracking197

A multi hypothesis tracker is used Blackman (2004) modified for appli-198

cation to tracking of extended objects. First, to handle short-term occlusions199

and the merging of measurements from different persons in the detection pro-200

cess, measurement-sharing between track hypotheses is allowed. This concept201

is illustrated in Figure 3 (Top). Secondly, the measurement-to-track associa-202

tion cost is modified to allow image features, specifically two hue-saturation203

histograms corresponding to the top and bottom halves of a person, to be204

used in addition to a simple Brownian motion model. Each model is updated205
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using the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA). The associa-206

tion score between a predicted state and a measurement is a product of the207

normalised histogram intersection distance between their histograms and the208

normalised Euclidean distance between their positions in 3D.209

To overcome track fragmentations caused by long-term or complex pat-210

terns of interaction between people, long term tracking based on tracklet211

association is used. The approach is based on a Markov Logic Network212

(MLN) (Leung and Herbin (2011)) where the notion of a group to account213

for generic interaction between people is introduced. The scores for possible214

associations are calculated using both spatial-temporal constraints and ap-215

pearance information. Associations are not only considered for tracklets that216

can be directly joined together; but are extended to tracklets separated by217

a group in space and time. It therefore handles the formation and splitting218

of groups, reducing track fragmentations and allowing longer tracks to be219

formed. Examples of the tracklet association rules are shown in Figure 3220

(Middle) and example final tracking output in Figure 3 (Bottom).221

4. Situation Analysis222

Situation analysis is an intermediate step towards threat assessment and223

is defined as the description of the relationships between people and bags224

that can be inferred from the behaviour of the participating agents. This225

contribution focusses on two kinds of relationship: who owns each bag, and226

who knows who. The analysis takes object tracks and class information as227

input and describes the state of the world (i.e. the scene) in terms of the228

observed agents and their behaviour. The following stage (threat assessment)229
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Spatial temporalSpatial-temporal 
constraint Groupconstraint Group 

Join trackletsJoin tracklets 

Appearance pp

Figure 3: Tracking processes. Top: Illustrating how measurement-sharing in video-MHT

overcomes short-term occlusions. Middle: Examples of tracklet association rules used in

the MLN formalism. Spatial-temporal coherence and appearance information are used

as inputs. The inference of groups and the joining of tracklets are two of the outputs.

Bottom: Example tracking output for two cameras showing objects IDs.
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determines whether the state of the world constitutes a possible threat (i.e.230

there is a truly abandoned bag.) The main contribution is the combination231

of the automatic understanding of social relationships with the concept of232

ownership to reduce the number of false alarms.233

4.1. Bag Ownership234

For the reported experiments in this paper, a bag is detected when it235

appears stationary in the scene, having been placed there by a person. At236

this stage, detection of a bag as it is carried into or out of the scene has237

not been incorporated. The ownership of each bag is inferred by simply238

looking for a person in the proximity of the bag over a fixed time interval239

prior to its appearance. The person is also required to be stationary at the240

time the bag-drop is hypothesised to occur. Specifically, in the experiments241

reported here, any person is assumed to be an owner if they are temporarily242

stationary within one metre of the bag at any point within one second prior to243

its appearance. Note that multiple possible owners are allowed, not because244

this is expected to be the case in reality but in order to reduce false alarms245

through taking both hypotheses through into the threat assessment.246

4.2. Inference of Social Relations247

Social groups are a very common phenomena in human crowds, with em-248

pirical studies suggesting that about 74% of people come in a group to a social249

event (Aveni (1977)) and about 50-70% (depending on the environment) are250

in a group during casual walking (Rudloff et al. (2011)). Despite this high251

percentage, the prevailing crowd behaviour models in todays simulation tools252

(Challenger et al. (2009)), computer graphics applications (Reynolds (1987))253
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and in particular in activity recognition and computer vision (PETS2006)254

are based on modelling each individual independently. An online algorithm255

has been developed for automatic detection of social groups within crowds,256

based on the analysis of the way the social relations influence the walking257

behaviour of the group members.258

The method is based on the Social Force Model (SFM) (Helbing and259

Molnar, 1995; Moussaid et al., 2010) widely used in the crowd simulation260

community. In this, each individuals’ movement is influenced by notional261

forces operating between individuals. Depending on whether two individ-262

uals (a) know each other or (b) do not know each other, the Social Force263

Model produces different sets of trajectories for these individuals. Until re-264

cently, these attempts were based on human designed forces without proper265

evaluation. Only recently, the model has been calibrated on real-world video266

sequences resulting in a model that realistically predicts avoidance behaviour267

of a walking group (Moussaid et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2009) and later in268

a model with all its parameters, including group behaviour, estimated from269

real data (Moussaid et al. (2010)).270

The method employed in this work solves the inverse problem: knowing271

the trajectories, what are the social forces, and thus the relations, that caused272

that behaviour. The method is used in the framework to infer the social273

relations between the individuals in a scene and thereby to inform threat274

assessment as explained in Section 5.275

The authors are aware of only two approaches aiming explicitly at social276

group inference (Ge et al., 2009; Jacques et al., 2007) and one paper using277

social groups to improve tracking (Pellegrini et al. (2010)). In Jacques et al.278
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Figure 4: Depending on whether the individuals 1 and 2 (a) do not know each other or (b)

know each other, the Social Force Model produces different sets of trajectories combining

together repulsive (Frep), goal directed (Fgoal), and group (Fgroup) forces influencing the

individuals.

(2007) the groups are detected when two individuals keep close enough for279

a significant fraction of time over a given period. Experiments undertaken280

by the authors have shown that such simple measures are not sufficient for281

reliable group inference in complex scenes. In the proposed approach the282

calibrated SFM instead is relied upon. Similar measurements were used in283

Pellegrini et al. (2010) to improve tracking by jointly tracking and inferring284

the social groups.285

Also based on distance, but including the difference in velocity as well286

as position, the method proposed in Ge et al. (2009) applies clustering to287

the (complete) person trajectories. The merging criterion takes into account288

the fraction of time in which the individuals are seen close to each other and289

allows the addition of a person to the group only if they have been close to290

at least half of its members. Figure 4 illustrates the Social Force Model. Full291
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details of the approach are given in Sochman and Hogg (2011).292

5. Threat Assessment293

The threat assessment stage determines whether the inferred situation294

constitutes a threat, utilising the inferred knowledge of ownership and social295

relations described in Section 4. The mechanism adopted is sufficiently gen-296

eral to accommodate external information (e.g. the state of alert, time of297

day) alongside information on the observed scene in determining whether or298

not to raise an alarm.299

Three increasingly sophisticated definitions are considered for what con-300

stitutes an abandoned bag. The first adopts the simple baseline definition301

that defined the PETS2006 challenge. In this, a threat (i.e. abandonment)302

is defined as follows:303

• Bag unattended if no person within 2 metres304

• Bag abandoned if unattended for 30 seconds305

Here, the notions of ownership and social relationships are not used.306

The second definition (owner) includes the notion of ownership (Sec-307

tion 4.1) and is defined as follows:308

• Bag unattended if owner is not within 2 metres309

• Bag unattended if there is no assigned owner and if no person within 2310

metres311

• Bag abandoned if unattended for 30 seconds312
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When there is no assigned owner, this is equivalent to the baseline def-313

nition, but where one or more possible owners have have been assigned, the314

condition for an alarm to be raised is less stringent since the behaviours of315

non-owners within the scene is ignored (unless there is no assigned owner).316

The third definition (owner+group) includes both the notions of owner-317

ship (Section 4.1) and social relationships (Section 4.2). In this, a threat is318

defined as follows:319

• Bag unattended if owner or someone in the same social group as owner320

is not within 2 metres321

• Bag unattended if there is no assigned owner and if no person within 2322

metres323

• Bag abandoned if unattended for 30 seconds324

This relaxes the owner definition in the direction of the baseline definition,325

since now the circle of people attending to a bag is widened to include people326

in the same group as the possible owner(s). The likelihood of raising an327

alarm is therefore reduced.328

5.1. Implementation329

The aim in threat assessment is to make it straightforward to encode330

the evolving state of the world and explore different behavioural patterns331

that constitute a potential threat. To achieve this, a simple logic-based332

inference system (Prolog) is adopted in which the current state of the world333

is represented by a set of facts and the behavioural patterns that constitute334

potential threats are encoded as rules.335
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The elements of this logic-based approach are:336

• Facts (logical atoms), which are employed to describe situations. A fact337

is of the form R(A,B,...), where R indicates a type of relation between338

the elements inside the brackets.339

• Rules, which are employed to infer new facts from existing ones.340

Given these elements, the threat assessment proceeds in two steps:341

1. Tracking and detection data are converted into a set of facts;342

2. A set of pre-defined rules is invoked to infer additional facts.343

The position of an object in each frame is represented by a unique ID for344

the object, it’s class (person or bag), it’s x,y position on the ground-plane345

and the frame number:346

track(id,class,x,y,frame).347

The social relationships between individuals are represented by a single348

predicate that records a unique group ID for each person. This partitions the349

set of people into social groups. Any person not assigned to a social group350

is assumed to be outside any group. This is represented simply by facts of351

the form:352

group(id,group id).353

For convenience, a ‘class’ predicate is used (as in class(id, person).) to354

record the class of each object independently of the ‘track’ facts.355

The ownership of bags is inferred next by a set of Prolog rules that embody356

the criteria described in Section 4.1. The result is a new set of facts, each357

representing the ownership of a bag (b) by a person (p):358
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owner(p, b).359

Finally, the alarm condition for the chosen threat definition is posed as a360

Prolog query. As part of this, for the baseline definition, the condition that361

a bag is attended translates into the rule:362

attended(B, T) :- class(P, person), nearby(P,T,B,T,2).363

Here the rule states that a bag is attended at time T (shown on the left364

of the ‘:-’) if it is owned by someone (call them P), and the position of P at365

time T is within 2 metres (i.e. nearby) of the position of B at time T (shown366

on the right of the ‘:-’). Upper case arguments are used to signify that these367

are variables.368

The equivalent set of rules for the owner+group definition, incorporating369

the notions of ownership and social relationships, is as follows:370

attended(B,T) :- owner(P,B), nearby(P,T,B,T,2), !.371

attended(B,T) :-372

\+owner( ,B), track(P,person, , ,T), nearby(P,T,B,T,2).373

attended(B,T) :- owner(P,B), knows(P,Q), nearby(Q,T,B,T,2), !.374

knows(P,Q) :- group(P,G),group(Q,G).375

The first rule states that a bag B is attended at time T if there is an376

owner P for the bag and this person is nearby. The second rule invokes the377

baseline notion of being attended when there is no owner - the meaning of378

‘\+’ before the owner predicate means that this isn’t present in the database.379

The third rule states that a bag is attended (at time T) if there is a second380

person Q who is nearby the bag and P and Q know one another. The fourth381

rule implements the notion of two people knowing one another in terms of382

their group membership - i.e. they know one another if they are from the383
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same social group. The owner definition, incorporating only the notion of384

ownership, is defined by the first two of the rules above.385

Finally the condition for an alarm to be raised is the same for all three386

definitions - a bag must be unattended for a fixed period of time. The387

definition of ‘unattended’ is expressed in terms of the different definitions of388

attended, as follows:389

unattended(B,T) :- class(B,bag), track(B,bag, , ,T),390

\+attended(B,T).391

This states that an object is unattended at time T if it is a bag, it is in392

existence at time T, and there is no ‘attended’ fact in the database for that393

bag at time T.394

Thus, only the definition of ‘attended’ varies between the three definitions395

of what constitutes an alarm.396

Generally, Prolog was found to be a convenient way to represent defini-397

tions in a readily understood fashion, facilitating extension and experimen-398

tation. On the other hand, there are aspects of the inference mechanism in399

Prolog that require care - for example the use of the cut (‘!’) in two of the400

rules above is necessary to avoid the same alarm being raised multiple times.401

6. Results402

6.1. Datasets403

Two different datasets are used to test the performance of the proposed al-404

gorithms, the publicly available PETS2006 (PETS2006) and the second pro-405

duced during the SUBITO project specifically for this study. The PETS2006406

dataset consists of ten sequences with increasing complexity of a staged aban-407
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Figure 5: Datasets used. Top row: Four views from PETS2006 which contains scenarios

with abandoned luggage. Bottom row: Three views from the SUBITO dataset describes

scenarios where luggage owner enters the scene, sometimes interacts with other individuals

and leaves the scene with/without the luggage.

doned bag scenario at a train station. All four camera views in the dataset408

were used in turn for the first four sequences used (PETS-S1-1, PETS-409

S1-2, PETS-S1-3 and PETS-S1-4), and camera view 3 used only for the410

other sequences (PETS-S2-3, PETS-S3-3, PETS-S4-3, PETS-S5-3, PETS-411

S6-3 and PETS-S7-3). The SUBITO dataset was recorded specifically for412

the SUBITO project. It contains thirteen sequences (19-22, 24-29, 31, 36,413

37) each recorded from four synchronised cameras placed around the scene.414

In sequences 19-22 a single person brings a bag to a marked position and loi-415

ters around the bag (sequence 19), abandons the bag (sequence 20), or leaves416

the bag unattended for a while and then comes back (sequences 21, 22). Se-417

quences 24-29, 31, 36 and 37 contain more challenging variants in terms of418

number of people and the group relationships. Each action is recorded 12419
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Table 1: Aggregate results across all SUBITO sequences comparing predicted alarms with

corresponding baseline/owner/group ground truth.

Ruleset TP GTalarms Alarms Recall Precision

baseline 16 71 35 0.23 0.46

owner 48 143 75 0.34 0.64

group 39 107 66 0.36 0.59

times for different entrance/exit directions. Depending on different threat420

definitions, the same action may or may not raise an alarm. Each sequence421

therefore should either correspond to 12 alarms (except for sequence 36 which422

only corresponds to 11 alarms), or none. The ground-truth alarms were ob-423

tained manually for all three threat definitions. The alarm time is determined424

by first visually deciding the very frame when the owner is just outside the425

prescribed distance from the bag, then adding a fixed time interval before the426

alarm is raised. Within the SUBITO dataset, the critical distance around427

a bag is assumed to be 2.5 metres (as opposed to 2 metres used in the428

PETS2006 challenge)- this assumption is therefore used in the three threat429

definitions. The time a bag must remain unattended to raise an alarm is430

reduced to 4 seconds.431

6.2. Preliminary experiments on PETS2006 data432

In the first experiments, the baseline functionality of (PETS2006) was433

implemented and evaluated. These experiments were carried out using an434

earlier version of the threat assessment logic implemented in C++. This was435

subsequently re-implemented in Prolog as part of the real-time system. To436

achieve this, the Prolog is queried for an alarm on every frame, based on437
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Table 2: Aggregate results across all SUBITO sequences comparing the use of all three

threat definitions with the ground truth for the owner+group definition.

Ruleset TP GTalarms Alarms Recall Precision

baseline 16 107 35 0.15 0.46

owner 42 107 75 0.39 0.56

group 39 107 66 0.36 0.59

Table 3: Aggregate results across all SUBITO sequences comparing the use of all three

threat definitions with the ground truth for the owner+group definition with stiched-

together tracks.

Ruleset TP GTalarms Alarms Recall Precision

baseline 15 107 36 0.14 0.42

owner 43 107 94 0.40 0.46

group 41 107 88 0.38 0.47

the current state of the world and pertinent facts from the recent past. This438

world model is continually refreshed with the current location of each tracked439

object.440

For the threat assessment to be correct, the system is required to raise441

an alarm following a potential threat, and to correctly identify the ID of442

the abandoned bag. Specifically, an alarm must be raised within 50 frames443

of a ground-truth alarm for it to be successful detected. The results on444

the PETS2006 dataset employ automatic tracking using an implementation445

of Breitenstein et al. (2011) and bag detection using Porikli et al. (2008).446

Alarms were raised correctly on all tested sequences except PETS-S4-3 and447
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PETS-S7-3. The failures on these two sequences were caused by individu-448

als, having nothing to do with the abandoned bag, nevertheless being close449

enough to prevent the bag being classified as unattended. This result moti-450

vates the concept of ownership considered in the main set of experiments.451

6.3. Experiments on SUBITO data452

The main set of experiments were carried out on the challenging SUBITO453

dataset. The inverse SFM system is run in batch mode so that it has access454

to an entire sequence in predicting social groups rather than only the history455

up until the current time. The entire sequence is therefore used in inferring456

the set of alarms. This enabled evaluation of the interaction of the detection457

and tracking sub-system and the threat assessment sub-system, giving the458

inverted SFM the best chance of assigning correct social groups within rela-459

tively short scenarios. A single threshold in the inverse SFM system controls460

the propensity of pairs of individuals to be combined into the same group;461

a lower threshold results in larger social groups. For the SUBITO data, we462

found that both precision and recall reach their highest values within a small463

range of this threshold and the results we present are for a choice of threshold464

in this range.465

The aggregate results across all SUBITO sequences are shown in Table 1,466

comparing predicted alarms with the corresponding ground-truth - that is467

baseline results are compared with the baseline ground-truth, etc. The ag-468

gregate results comparing the use of all three threat definitions with the469

ground-truth for the owner+group definition are shown in Table 2. As ex-470

pected, the precision and recall for the baseline definition are lower in this471

case since the ground-truth reflects a more sophisticated notion of threat,472
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incorporating concepts that are not present in the baseline definition. The473

evaluation reported here attended only to the time an alarm is raised and474

ignored the ID for the person and bag involved. Where there is more than475

one true positive alarm for a ground-truth alarm, this is counted once in com-476

puting recall and does not contribute to loss of precision. In other words,477

multiple predicted alarms for the same ground-truth alarm are counted only478

once. In general, there were few instances of this occurring in the experiment.479

Within Table 2, there is a clear improvement in precision and recall be-480

tween baseline and owner definitions. However, the comparison of perfor-481

mance between owner and owner+group definitions is less decisive. Here the482

recall has reduced slightly with the introduction of the social relationships,483

but there is a comparable improvement in precision. Looking in more detail484

at the results on individual sequences and alarms, several alarms have been485

surpressed by correct assignment of an owner and partner to the same social486

group. This is illustrated in Figure 6 showing a set of frames from SUBITO487

sequence 36. Two individuals (d:211, d:212) entering the scene (Figure 6488

(top)) are assigned to the same social group (indicated by blue line between489

them), and one is detected as the owner of a bag (d:212) that appears within490

the scene (Figure 6 (middle). The owner subsequently goes away from the491

bag and outside the prescribed distance (shown as a green circle around the492

bag), leaving their partner attending to the bag (Figure 6 (bottom)). No493

alarm is raised.494

In general the recall and precision are below acceptable performance for495

a deployed threat assessment system. The principal source of error arises496

from the highly challenging video sequences containing multiple overlapping497
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Figure 6: Social group analysis applied to SUBITO sequence 37 resulting in correct sup-

pression of false alarm.

actors at any time. The consequential limitations in detection and tracking498

performance are translated directly into the threat assessments that can be499

achieved using the logic described above. Some improvement in performance500

was achieved by automatically stitching together tracks for which there is501

sufficient evidence that they belong to the same objects at different periods502

of time - specifically, one track (of more than 10 frames duration) ends within503
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4 seconds and 1 metre of another track (of more than 10 frames duration)504

beginning. The precision and recall for the equivalent evaluation to that in505

Table 2 is shown in Table 3. Finally, a real-time system that incorporates506

all stages of the pipeline, including on-line estimation of social groups up to507

the current frame, has also been implemented to demonstrate the practical508

viability of the method.509

7. Conclusions and Future Work510

This paper has described a video surveillance framework that detects511

abandoned objects in surveillance scenes containing multiple interacting in-512

dividuals, extending the state of the art. Future work will address methods513

to further improve the underpinning object (person and bag) detection and514

tracking accuracy, as well as introduction of goal-directed and intentionality515

modelling strategies in the behavioural analysis.516

There is scope to perform a more rigorous analysis of ownership through517

detecting bags being carried into the scene and hence identifying the owner518

more reliably. Similarly, confidence that a bag has been removed from the519

scene would be raised if it could be detected as it was carried out. There520

is prior work on this problem that should in principle be directly applicable521

to sequences such as those in the SUBITO dataset (e.g. Damen and Hogg522

(2008)).523

Finally, expressing the the conditions of a threat in terms of logic, sug-524

gests that it may be possible to induce such conditions automatically from525

examples, thereby providing a way to incorporate different kinds of informa-526

tion about the scene without having to provide the logical rules by hand.527
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Earlier work on the use of inductive logic programming in video analysis528

indicates how this might be achieved in principle (Dubba (2010)).529
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